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Abstract. In this paper, one of the most popular and reliable Workflow Management Systems - Oracle Workflow System - is used for automation of a typical faculty business – organization of a scientific conference. Four main
branches of the organization are detached into four sub-workflows and explained in details. Joined they create a structure and give a formal model able to
support organization of a conference – computerized and “workflow-ized” or
not.

1

Introduction

Systems for workflow management (WfMS) ensure framework for control and supervision of intra and inter-organizational business processes. They consist of set of tools
securing support for definition of a formal model of a business process, rules for its
behavior, administration, and monitoring. Workflow methodology is used in almost
all business areas, especially for automation of administrative issues.
WfMS are very complicated software systems. They must agree to the contemporary demands on questions of security, reliability, and high performance. At the same
time, they must enable cooperation and coordination with other workflow systems, or
software tools of other kinds.
Using workflow methodology in order to manage, control, and monitor “business”
processes is a relatively new, but fast developing technique. This methodology is used
to formally define:
− activities necessary for successful outcome of a certain job,
− roles that participate in a job, and
− subtasks that make a complete job.
Methodology itself was first developed during ‘70s, while research was focused on
procedures used to formally model office work and document management. Later
during ‘80s, the technique progressed towards ‘image processing’ method, putting
more emphasis on process model. Yet, the technology didn’t meet the expectations of
business users. Researchers realized that the main reason was the narrow perspective
to which workflow technology was limited. Therefore, they reconsidered workflow as
a multidisciplinary endeavor, located at the intersection of different areas of information technology, business management, and social sciences. This much broader per-
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spective contributed to the return of interest in workflow technology in the 1990s
[10].
More about workflow technique in general can be found for example in [1, 6, 8],
newer versions of white-paper(s) of the Workflow Management Coalition, or some
other authors [3, 5]. More about practical usage of Oracle Workflow Builder – a tool
that will be used in this paper for managing workflow – can be found in [7, 11].
In this paper, Oracle Workflow Builder will be employed in a practical case study,
which will verify its ability to be used in a formalization of one rather typical “scientific business” process. The idea emerged from a paper that suggested a partial analysis of one of tasks that is a part of conference organization process [4]. Still, while
that paper considered only “review process” - part of conference organization, here a
workflow for organization in full is presented.

2

Problem Statement

The process that has been chosen for formalization diverges almost from the start into
several branches. Each of them is relatively independent, while still connected at
many important points.
Analyzing the process from the top level the conference organization can be explained in a few sentences. It starts by contacts with possible authors by some sort of
inquiry letter. This assures rough estimation of a number of participants of a conference. According to answers, several different lines of communication are started:
− contact with appropriate number of possible reviewers;
− contact with a hotel, motel, or similar facility where the conference will be organized;
− contact with travel agencies that are willing and able to organize transportation
from different places by different means, and
− contact with prosperous publishing firms that will produce “book” of abstracts before, and proceedings “book” after the conference.
At this moment, a note should be made that this is just one of possible models.
Some obvious changes can be made even here, before the beginning of the conference, at the “theoretical” level. For example – some conferences do not have book of
abstracts, but only proceedings book – available either at the conference, or later, only
for authors who presented their paper.
Contact with a hotel may be left to a travel agency. Publication of papers may be
done as a part of some regular journal, in which case contact with authors, reviewers,
and publisher is a well-defined process, not connected with the conference. Still, experience gained during organization of several conferences suggests that the abovementioned model is the one giving good results. Some of the more important reasons
for such an opinion are the following:
− Contact with reviewers at the level of abstracts ensures the best choice of experts
latter, at the level of papers;
− Direct contact with a hotel ensures that there will be a proper number of conference
rooms, big enough for certain conference sections;
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− Contact with “big enough” travel agencies ensures that all of the participants can
be offered organization of their transportation, (almost) regardless of their choice
of time schedule, place from where they travel, or way of transportation;
− Early communication with a publishing company ensures additional level of quality through book of abstracts. At the same time, offer for two publishing jobs will
probably result in lowering of the prices. As much as the participants are concerned, book of abstracts available at the conference relax the choice of interesting
presentations. From the point of view of organizers separate proceedings book ensures that only presented papers will be included in it.
Conferences with other methods are not restricted by a given organizational approach.

Fig. 1. Top level organization of conference workflow

After agreeing on the model of organization, as a natural consequence four mutually
connected branches of workflow are achieved. This top-level model of organization is
given in figure 1.

3

More Detailed Model

In the following subsections, a more detailed explanations and an example of graphical representation of one branch will be given.
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3.1

Contact with Reviewers

Fig. 2. Contact-with-reviewers branch

“Letter of interest” inquiry supplies a rough estimate of a needed number of reviewers. Choice of separate sending and review of abstracts and papers enables a proper
choice of a number and a type of reviewers. Also, contact with the reviewers at the
level of abstracts, ensures later assignment of paper to a proper expert. Shortness of
abstracts makes it possible for organizing committee to reassign them on time if reviewer decides that she/he isn’t best suited for a certain topics. At the same time, organizers are through this process given a precise number of needed reviewers for all
fields covered by the conference.
As a regular part of this process, organizing committee together with a program
committee is given a possibility to reject abstracts that obviously are not proper for
the conference.
During the abstracts review subprocess, organizing committee and expert reviewers agree on a maximal number of papers that will be sent to the expert after the conference. The term “maximal” is introduced because of expected situation that not all
of the submitted abstracts will be presented – which usually means that submission of
paper is not allowed. Also, not all of the submitted and presented abstracts will be accompanied by the paper, as a choice of author(s).
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Top sub-level of details of contact with reviewers is given in figure 2. It is obvious
that some of the nodes of this workflow are again processes, not shown in details
here. Also, each paper is usually sent to at least two reviewers, again not shown here.
This simplification is done for the sake of clearness and simplicity of already rather
complicated workflow. Still, because of excellent abilities of Oracle Workflow
Builder, this workflow is not sealed forever in this form. Each node can be if necessary redefined as a sub-process, explained and detailed in a third level (or even deeper
if needed) sub-workflow.
Roles existing in this workflow are: organizing committee, reviewers, and conference participants. There are some other less important roles, such as post-office for
handling a large amount of letters, or system administrator, in case of electronic letters.
Activity existing in a workflow is contact between committee and reviewers. This
contact exists at different levels and at different times. First, before the conference
(abstracts) and then after the conference (papers). During those contacts and between
them there may be some sort of negotiation about future roles of reviewers and
amount of reviews they are able and willing to perform.
3.2

Contact with a Hotel

This part of a conference organization process is the one that is the least connected
with the assumed expert knowledge by organizers. As a consequence, this should as
much as possible be left to a travel agency participating in organization. Still, there
are some points that require direct contact between organizers and a hotel.
While for the travel agency only the total number of guests is relevant, organizer
must take proper care about number of participants belonging to certain sections. A
proper number of proper-sized conference rooms must be available at the hotel. Conference desk and conference-organizing office close to the conference rooms must be
available as well. Some technical equipment - computer, video-beam, printer, or copy
machine, for example - relaxes organization if available at the hotel. Possibility of
having conference rooms as close as possible to each other enables easier contact
among participants at different sections during breaks.
Direct contact with the hotel can also enable better understanding between participants and organizing committee. There will always be participants who want to organize transportation or staying at the hotel by themselves. At the same time, they
would want to share all the benefits that other participants as a group are given by a
hotel. This can be assured by understanding between hotel and organizers, for all the
participants of the conference.
Naturally, this additional communication between two parties assures also better
organization of things ranging from opening and closing ceremonies and conference
diners, down to organization of coffee breaks or taxi calls.
Roles existing in this workflow are: organizing committee and hotel. Activities existing in a workflow are: contacts between hotel and organizing committee, and between participant and hotel.
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Tasks/nodes of this workflow consist of numerous repetitions of contacts between
hotel and organizing committee, ensuring that actual conference flow will be as
needed.
3.3

Contact with a Travel Agency

There is too much of routine required during the organization of the conference for
the organizing committee, regarding tourist activities. Participants will come at different time, leave on different day, stay for a different number of days. Some of them
will connect participation at the conference with some other job or holidays, requiring
either to come earlier then the conference begins or leave later. There will be a lot of
different choices of means of transportation, also. Participants coming from far away,
possibly from other continents, would require traveling by plane, with all needed
transfers from and to the airports. Others, coming from nearer destinations, would require some other mean of transportation, but still organized completely in each detail.
All of the mentioned should be left to the professionals - tourist agency - as much as
possible. Even direct communication between conference participant and the agency
is best left open for participants with special requirements.
Our experience shows that choice between a “big” and “small” agency largely depends on a size of a conference and number of participants from abroad. For local organization, “small” agency even has some additional advantages, for example for giving special attention to the conference for a certain period of time. Still, for “abroad”
organization, well-known large agency ensures better trust for participants from far
away.
Things mentioned in a previous subsection concerning direct communication of
organizing committee and a hotel must be known by travel agency. This will ensure
that there is no misunderstanding about those very important moments and that there
are no points that are double performed both by agency and committee, or worse - neglected by both sides. Permanent contact between agency and organizing committee
must exist, if possible including face-to-face meetings on regular bases. This also
helps organizing committee to keep track of actual number of participants of the conference.
Considering the given description of this branch, it may seem that it is a relatively
simple part of a process. There are several reasons for this. First there are a lot of connections and activities between agency and other branches of a conference workflow,
which can be shown only at the general level. Second, and more important, agency
has its own workflow for organization of all contacts, transportation, transfers and
similar, not mentioned here.
Roles existing in this workflow are: organizing committee, travel agency, conference participants, and hotel. As noted above, other important roles like transport
agencies, airports, or banks, for example - are included in agency workflow and are
not presented here.
Activities existing in a workflow are: contacts between participant and organizing
committee, between participant and travel agency, and between organizing committee
and agency. Activities of agency concerning transportation and transfers and “regular” contact with the hotel are not mentioned here, being a part of agency workflow.
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Contact of agency with the hotel, organizing committee and a hotel, and organizing
committee and agency mentioned in second subsection, are also not given here, being
a part of a general workflow model.
Tasks/nodes of this workflow consist of numerous repetitions of contacts between
agency and individual participants. These contacts are either started directly, or
through organizing committee, but later, organizing committee is only informed on
number of participants, while their obligations towards agency are not of interest to
other parts of conference workflow.
Even though this is rather obvious, we will mention here that organizing committee
must be aware that there will always be participants not connected to a given travel
agency. Statistical analysis of couple of conferences can be used for this purpose, so
that organizing committee can calculate more precisely actual number of participants
at the conference.
3.4

Contact with a Publishing Company

This part of a conference organization model is by our opinion very well defined in
advance. Potential participants send abstracts. They are reviewed and certain number
is accepted for presentation. Accepted abstracts are published as a separate book of
abstracts, available at the conference. Participants who presented their abstracts (and
paid conference fee) are entitled to send their papers for review. Accepted papers are
published as a proceedings book. Even though advantages of this or some other model
of publishing can be a matter of a discussion, it doesn’t influence our sub-workflow contact with publishing company. Each conference wanting to publish both book of
abstracts and proceedings book can follow given workflow. Conference without book
of abstracts can disregard just that part of a workflow. Conferences wanting book of
abstracts, while papers are published as a part of some regular journal can disregard
second part of workflow. Finally, conferences without book of abstracts that publish
papers as a regular journal will naturally have no need for this sub-workflow as a
whole.
It can be noticed that the term “publishing company” should be considered rather
wide because of different possible methods of publishing. Modern means of publication of proceedings, such as compact disks, or publication on the World Wide Web,
are not excluded by a proposed model. Any form of publication of proceedings
“book” asks for a help of a professional, expert company, outside of organizing committee.
On the other hand different model of publishing (proceedings book available at the
conference, with or without book of abstracts ...) doesn’t change this branch. The only
change exists in a time schedule of a general workflow model. In the case of the latter
model contact with a publishing company is finished before the conference starts.
Since actual workflow of this branch is rather straightforward and generally understandable, no further textual nor graphical explanations will be given here.
Let us only define elements of this workflow here. Roles existing in this workflow
are: organizing committee, and publishing company, (and possibly post office). This
part of a general workflow is highly connected with a reviewer branch, but roles from
there - reviewers, or proofreaders, are not mentioned here.
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Activities in this branch are: contact with publishing company about book of abstracts, publishing of a book of abstracts, contact about proceedings book and publishing of it. In proposed model, those two jobs are completely separated, first is performed before, second after the conference. This gives probably a several months
time gap between those jobs.
Tasks/nodes in the workflow are mainly part of a publishing business, but still organizing committee can and should have influence and control over it. Design of
books, separation of abstracts/papers into proper sections and numerous other tasks
can raise or lower conference image highly.

4

Summary

Workflow management systems can be deployed in various scenarios, ranging from
human-centered organizational processes to autonomous software processes, both
confined to or extending beyond the boundaries of an enterprise. Each of these scenarios utilizes the coordination functions provided by the workflow system in different ways and requires integration to a different set of systems. A critical success factor for current organizations is how well they use information technology to support
their business processes [9].
Throughout the paper, a huge help that Oracle Workflow Builder gives in formalization and proper definition of this job was partly neglected. Any node of a certain
workflow, if necessary, can easily be developed into a separate sub-workflow with
any level of complexity. Still, proper choice of graphics presentation allows the user
to see chosen level of details - from very global, non-detailed, general workflow, to
sub-sub-...-sub workflow with all defined details for a given task.
Separation of conference organization into given four branches, allows us to use
this workflow even for the conferences organized by some different model. This can
be achieved by simple deletion of a certain branch, a part of a branch, re-arrangement
of time schedule, or by addition of certain nodes, activities or roles to some part of
some workflow. Workflow management as a technology brings greater flexibility into
systems in which it is employed, attaining larger interest lately. The basic idea of capturing the formal descriptions of a certain business processes, creation of a model describing it, and develops it further through the usage of information technology helps
in any business – including conference organization.
In comparison to [4] where only the reviewing process as a part of the conference
organization was formalized and presented, in this paper an attempt of the complete
formalization and modeling is given. The advantage of this approach is wide, starting
from philosophical – such a model can be checked and proved correct, ending with
the practical – the completeness of a model makes it possible to use some software
tool for both modeling and monitoring of a process.
An important point to make is also that the advantages resulting from the use of
workflow management technology can be broadly divided into business-related and
technology-related advantages. One of the key business-related is the reduction of
holdup, delay time in routing work among people. This usually and almost certainly
results in increased productivity and reduced costs. Concerning the technology-related
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advantages, workflow management systems can be regarded as meta-programming
tools that can be used to develop flexible distributed applications, where the basic instructions used are autonomous, heterogeneous applications [2].
Naturally, complicated nature of a conference organization does not allow simple
separation. Even though we gave four branches, relatively easily separable and definable, all of those branches are mutually connected and interrelated. More than that, on
a general level, some more roles, tasks, and activities emerge, all of them aimed at
better organization. Still, with an excellent tool such as Oracle Workflow Builder, extensions to a workflow are easily achieved.
Another important advantage that usage of Oracle Workflow Builder brings is a
possibility for using this workflow later, not just as a formal model, but also as a reallife monitoring tool. With Oracle Workflow Monitor available and installed at Oracle
Database Server, any computer with the access to the World Wide Web and proper
administrative rights can be used for monitoring, controlling and changing previously
defined workflow. This part is also defined at the time of workflow definition - roles
and access levels ranging from system administrators to guests and permissions and
abilities of each role. Client computers, used for monitoring, do not require any additional software, except for connection to the World Wide Web through a browser.
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